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Derived Brakets from Super-Poisson Brakets
S. Guttenberg
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a
Institut für Theoretishe Physik, TU Wien
The relation between Poisson brakets in supersymmetri one or two-dimensional sigma-models and derived
brakets is summarized.
TUW0703
Alekseev and Strobl observed in [1℄ that the so-
alled Dorfman braket naturally appears in the
Poisson-braket of urrents of a two-dimensional
sigma-model. The Dorfman braket is an exam-
ple of a derived braket and it is possible to obtain
more general derived brakets in a similar man-
ner, although in a somewhat dierent setting as
in [1℄. The present ontribution is intended to
give an idea where this relation omes from. For
further referenes and details we refer to [2℄.
Consider rst a one-dimensional sigma model
(point partile) with the same number of anti-
ommuting variables cm as of ommuting target
spae oordinates xm. This an be either a topo-
logial theory (with cm being ghosts) or a the-
ory with worldline supersymmetry. Let pm and
bm be the orresponding onjugate momenta in
the Hamiltonian formalism. For quantization we
hoose the ordering where all momenta are moved
to the right and then replae pm →
~
i
∂
∂xm
and
bm →
~
i
∂
∂cm
. Phase spae funtions F thus be-
ome operators Fˆ whih will at on wave fun-
tions. The latter are funtions of xm and cm.
This setting has a nie geometrial interpretation
if one identies cm and bm with the oordinate
basis elements of otangent and tangent spae of
the target spae: cm ∼= dxm, bm ∼= ∂m. The
wave funtions are then funtions of xm and dxm
or, in other words, formal sums of dierential
forms. Phase spae funtions (before quantiza-
tion) whih do not depend on pm are just formal
sums of multivetor valued forms. Vetor elds
in partiular orrespond to phase spae funtions
of the form v(x, b) = vm(x)bm. Quantization em-
beds the vetor elds into the spae End(Ω•T ∗M)
of operators ating on forms. The result is noth-
ing but the interior produt vˆ = ~
i
ıv.
For phase spae funtions K(k,k
′)(x, c, b) whih
∗
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are of k-th power in cm and of k′-th power in
bm (multivetor valued forms of form degree k
and multivetor degree k′) one arrives similarly
at Kˆ =
(
~
i
)k′
ıK . Here ıK is a natural general-
ization of the interior produt, where all multi-
vetor indies are ontrated with form-indies of
the dierential form one is ating upon, and all
the remaining indies are antisymmetrized suh
that the result is a form again. One an also view
the above relation as denition of ıK . The graded
ommutator indues an algebrai braket [K,L]∆
on the multivetor valued forms via
[ıK , ıL] = ı[K,L]∆ (1)
This algebrai braket an be expanded in the
number p ≥ 1 of ontrated indies between K
and L: [K,L]∆ =
∑
p≥1[K,L]
∆
(p), s.t. [K,L]
∆
(p)
has form degree k + l− p and multivetor degree
k′ + l′ − p. The term of highest form degree or
multivetor degree (at p = 1) is itself an algebrai
Lie braket (alled big braket) as it is simply the
Poisson braket between K and L:
[K,L]∆(1) = {K,L}.
While K(x, c, b) orresponds after the embed-
ding (or quantization) to an algebrai operator,
phase spae funtions that ontain the variable
pm rather orrespond to dierential operators, be-
ause pm ats as x-derivative after quantization.
For a phase spae funtion F (f,f
′,f ′′)(x, c, b, p)
whih is a monomial of degree f, f ′ and f ′′ in
cm, bm and pm respetively, it is now natural to
dene a generalization of the interior produt via
ıF ≡
(
i
~
)f ′+f ′′
Fˆ . This implies a generalization
of the algebrai braket (1) of multivetor valued
forms to arbitrary phase spae funtions. In addi-
tion, the exterior derivative an now be written as
an interior produt: d= ıcmpm . Due to (1), its
graded ommutator with another interior prod-
ut is again an interior produt whih will indue
a dierential on phase spae funtions [2℄.
[d, ıK ] ≡ ıdK (2)
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This dierential is just an extension of the exte-
rior derivative (originally only dened on forms,
i.e. funtions of xm and cm only) to arbitrary
phase spae funtions. It boils down to x-
ing d(bm) = pm, d(pm) = 0 in addition to
d(xm) = cm
and d(cm) = 0.
Apart from the ommutator, there is another
natural braket in operator spae, namely the de-
rived braket [3℄ of the ommutator by the de
Rham dierential
[a,d b] ≡ [[a,d], b] ∀a, b ∈ End(Ω
•T ∗M) (3)
Due to [d,d] = 0, this braket obeys a graded
Jaobi identity, but it is in general not skew-
symmetri and therefore s.th. whih is alled a
Loday braket. Via the embedding with the inte-
rior produt, it indues the vetor Lie braket on
vetor elds: [ıv,dıw] = ı[v,w]. Beause of (2) and
(1), this an be written as [dv, w]∆ = [v,w]. The
derived braket (3) in operator spae indues in
the same way a derived braket on arbitrary phase
spae monomials F (f,f
′,f ′′)(x, c, b, p) of the form
[F ,G] = −(−)f+f
′
[dF,G]∆ (4)
with [F ,G] dened as [ıF ,dıG] = ı[F ,G]. This
braket an be seen as a generalization of the ve-
tor Lie braket, although the result of the braket
will in general not be a multivetor valued form
if we restrit F and G to be of that type. In the
speial ase of multivetors (inluding the vetor
eld ase of above), however, the result is again
a multivetor and it is indeed just the Shouten
braket. For the braket between vetor valued
forms, the derived braket oinides only up to
a total derivative with the so-alled Fröhliher-
Nijenhuis braket.
One an similarly dene a derived braket of
the big braket as [F ,G](1) ≡ −(−)
f+f ′ [dF,G]∆(1).
It will be the leading order term in a quantum
alulation of the full braket. In the ase of ve-
tor valued forms and in the ase of multivetors
this rst term already oinides with the full de-
rived braket. The same is true for formal sums
of vetors and forms.
Our speial eld ontent allows us to
introdue anonial onjugate superelds
Φm(θ) ≡ xm + θcm
and Sm(θ) ≡ bm + θbm,
where θ is some auxiliary Grassmann variable.
The exterior derivative is now learly imple-
mented by ∂θ. Let K(θ) ≡ K(Φ, ∂θΦ,S) be a
multivetor valued form as before, but with the
arguments replaed by the orresponding super-
elds: xm → Φm, cm → ∂θΦ
m, bm → Sm.
The almost trivial relation between Poisson
braket and big braket of before then hanges in
an interesting manner:
{K(θ′), L(θ)} =
= δ(θ′ − θ)[dK,L]∆(1)(θ) + [K,L]
∆
(1)(θ) (5)
In other words, the derived braket naturally ap-
pears as oeient of the delta funtion while
the algebrai braket appears as oeient of the
derivative of the delta funtion (∂θδ(θ−θ
′) = 1).
Going to higher worldvolume dimensions with o-
ordinates σµ does not spoil this result as long
as no σ-derivatives are involved. The righthand
side is simply furnished by an additional delta
funtion in the worldvolume oordinates. At rst
sight it is less obvious that a very similar re-
lation holds if one ompletely interhanges the
role of σ and θ. This works partiularly well in
the Lagrangian formalism using antields instead
of the onjugate momenta and the antibraket
instead of the Poisson braket. The result in
(5) and its antibraket-equivalent were applied in
[2℄ to a so-alled generalized omplex struture,
whih is a formal sum of a 2-form, a 2-vetor
and of a vetor-valued form. The relations of er-
tain 2-dimensional sigma-models to integrability
of generalized omplex strutures as they were
disussed among others in [4,5℄ beome partiu-
larly transparent in this way.
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